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Recent studies of the Colorado Plateaus-to-Basin and Range transition zone in the area from the Hualapai Plateau southeastward to the Mohon and Juniper Mountains (figure 1) permit a revised perspective on the early and middle Tertiary geology of this region in western Arizona (1-7). The tectonic events in this region are related to volcanic activity and hence can be isotopically dated. The period of middle to late Tertiary volcanism (25 to 15 m.y. ago) along the margin of the Colorado Plateaus corresponds with the ages of volcanism and detachment faulting in the adjacent Basin and Range province (12). This contemporaneity suggests a relationship between regional magmatic and tectonic events from the Basin and Range province across the transition zone and onto the Colorado Plateaus.

Middle Tertiary volcanism in the Aquarius Mountains began about 25 m.y. ago and can be divided into two episodes throughout the transition zone (3,4, 6,7,8). The older episode spanned the interval from 25 to 15 m.y. ago (late Oligocene to middle Miocene) and consists mainly of clinopyroxene-bearing, alkali-rich basalts and olivine tholeiites with lesser amounts of andesite, rhyodacite, and rhyolite (7,14). This was followed by an apparent gap in activity from about 15 to 10 m.y. ago. The younger period of volcanism spans the interval from 10 to 5 m.y. ago and is typified by the calc-alkaline basalt and low silica rhyolite suite exposed at the 8- to 9- m.y.-old Mt. Hope volcanic center (7).

The Oligocene and Miocene volcanic rocks rest unconformably on a regional, late Cretaceous and Paleocene (Laramide) erosion surface, recently confirmed by the identification of probable early Eocene fossils in the upper "rim gravel" section on the southern Coconino Plateau near Mt. Floyd (9,13). The disruption of the early Tertiary, north- to northeast-trending drainages across the present plateau margin by deformation along compressional Laramide structures permits a distinct separation of the major early and middle Tertiary structures (1,11). Further information concerning pre- and post-middle Miocene deformation is provided by the 17- to 18- m.y.-old Peach Springs Tuff, which in some places overlaps major structures and elsewhere is cut by major faults (5,6,10,15,16).

The late Cretaceous and early Tertiary monoclines and folds are inferred to have been active as late as early Eocene time in northwest Arizona, as deduced from their relations to the Paleocene and Eocene rim gravels (1). From the Hualapai Plateau to the Juniper Mountains region, Oligocene and middle Miocene (25 to 15 m.y.) volcanic centers and vents have close spatial relationships to the monoclines and folds. The younger Miocene (10- to 5- m.y.-old) volcanic rocks do not have any clear spatial association with the Laramide structures.

An outline of the Tertiary magmatic and tectonic history includes: 1) a late Eocene and Oligocene period of volcanic quiescence, possibly accompanied by sporadic normal faulting, 2) a late Oligocene to middle Miocene episode of extensional faulting and predominantly basaltic volcanism, possibly localized
Figure 1. Features referred to in text and localities (numbers) where radiometric ages have been reported in publications by the authors. 1: 65.5 ± 3.5 m.y. granodiorite(?). 2: *18.3 ± 0.6 m.y. Peach Springs Tuff. 3: 18.2 ± 1.5 m.y. basalt. 4: 24.5 ± 3.5, 24.9 ± 0.9 m.y. basaltic andesites. 5: 8.0 ± 0.5 m.y. rhyolite, 8.5 ± 0.9 m.y. basalt (Mt. Hope). 6: *14.0 ± 0.6 m.y. basalt.

* Uncorrected for new 40K constants.
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along preexisting Laramide structures, 3) a middle Miocene interval (15 to 10 m.y. ago) of volcanic quiescence, and 4) a late Miocene and Pliocene period of predominantly basaltic volcanism.

The overall temporal and spatial relations between middle Tertiary volcanism and tectonism from the Basin and Range province onto the edge of the Colorado Plateaus province suggest that a single magmatic-tectonic episode affected the entire region more or less simultaneously during this period. The episode followed a post-Laramide (late Eocene through Oligocene) period of 25 million years of relative stability. Middle Tertiary volcanism did not migrate gradually eastward in a simple fashion onto the Colorado Plateaus. In fact, late Oligocene volcanism appears to be more voluminous near the Aquarius Mountains than throughout the adjacent Basin and Range province westward to the Colorado River. Any model proposed to explain the cause of extension and detachment faulting in the eastern part of the Basin and Range province must consider that the onset of volcanism appears to have been approximately synchronous from the Colorado River region of the Basin and Range across the transition zone and onto the edge of the Colorado Plateaus.
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